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Three years on, Google’s Compliance Mechanism still fails the Shopping market reveals 
new European landmark study 

• Only one per cent of traffic is sent to rival CSSs 
• The Decision’s methodology of counting traffic for CSSs proves that the traffic in 

the Compliance Mechanism belongs to Google 

Rich Stables, CEO of Kelkoo Group comments: “It’s been 10 years since the European Commission started 

its investigation into Google. It’s been three years since Google launched its Compliance Mechanism as a 

so called remedy - and the harsh reality is that nothing has changed. Our joint study* with a coalition of 

24 Comparison Shopping Services (CSSs) is the first of its kind, clearly demonstrating that Google has 

been allowed to entrench its dominance in general search - and its  position in national markets for 

comparison shopping services remains unchallenged.  

“Google has a mandate to stifle competition, shrink consumer choice and suppress innovation through its 

endless algorithmic demotions and oppressive self preferencing behaviour.  It has killed off some CSSs 

and others will be picked off unless a level playing field is restored.  The Compliance Mechanism has failed 

and the Decision’s methodology of counting traffic proves that it belongs to Google.  Google puts Google 

first. CSSs are now in the last chance saloon - unless the European Commission restores fair competition. 

Our future and that of other CSSs lies in its hands. The Commission can solve the problem using the 

existing tools -  if it has the appetite to hold Google to account effectively.” 

 

 

 

 

 

Today 28 September 2020, Kelkoo Group and 24 other comparison shopping sites (CSSs) that form the 

European Coalition of Comparison Shopping Services, reveal how the European Commission’s 2017 shopping 

antitrust ruling continues to damage the market. The landmark study is based on  empirical data that includes 

consumer traffic, conversions, revenues and customer reactions. It found that: 

FACT: Only 1% of traffic is sent to competing CSSs from the ‘by CSS’ or ‘view more’ links in the Shopping 

Unit – the remaining traffic in the Compliance Mechanism belongs to Google 

FACT: Profitability of general search traffic for competing CSSs has plummeted significantly by 46% 

compared to the period during the abuse 

FACT: More CSSs continue to go out of business 

FACT: Google puts Google first 

FACT: It’s clear that Google’s remedy fails to comply with the Google Shopping decision 

We now call on the European Commission to  launch a non-compliance action against Google or open a new 

investigation into the abuse of dominance which has continued since the implementation of the remedy. 



 

 

The impact of Google’s remedy on competing CSSs: 

In the three years since the remedy implementation, Google’s grip on the sector has strengthened. In the 

10 years since the European Commission started investigating Google in Shopping, the CSS industry has 

been failed. 

In detail: 

• Google’s remedy has failed to increase traffic to competing CSSs’ websites. On desktop 
devices, generic search traffic has  even dropped by 1.5% despite increasing Internet 
usage. Some CSSs are worse off than they were before the remedy was implemented. 

• Google-powered Shopping Units continue to divert consumers from competing CSS 
websites listed in generic search results to Google ’s own service. CSSs’ participation in 
Google’s auction system and clicks on CSSs’ ads in Google-powered Shopping Units count for 
nothing. 

• The price CSSs pay to participate in Google’s compliance mechanism hits their profit 
margins – they are penalised by Google powered Shopping Units which retain the attention 
and clicks for Google’s own comparison tool. 

• The economic impact of Google’s remedy has forced more CSSs to leave the market 
following the European Commission’s decision. For instance, after 10 years in business, in April 
2020 the Spanish CSS Encuentraprecios.es had to close down. In 2019 StyleLounge.fr and  
Pagomeno.it were forced to leave the market. 

What needs to happen: 

The European Commission has a duty to act in respect of the blatant non-compliance by Google. It must 
now: 

 
• Proceed with a non-compliance investigation into Google’s behaviour to date and force Google to 

quickly find a new compliance mechanism. 
 

ENDS 

Notes to editors: 
*Data assessed and verified by independent economists Lademann & Associates and study authored by Professor 
Thomas Hoppner from Hausfeld. 
 
Kelkoo Group is the European leader in ecommerce advertising and shopping comparison. The Group combines Kelkoo 
and LeGuide group and operates proprietary brands Kelkoo.com, Leguide.com and Ciao.com. Kelkoo Group's mission 
is to provide qualified leads to online merchants in shopping and travel. The company operates a catalogue, with over 
200 million offers from a unique retailer base of 10,000 merchants. Kelkoo Group is the only shopping comparison and 
ecommerce advertising platform to be present in 24 countries worldwide. Kelkoo Group has been helping consumers 
organise their shopping every day since 1998. A pioneer in creating shopping search engines, price comparison sites 
and shopping guides, Kelkoo Group is now the ecommerce advertising platform of choice that connects consumers 
with products. 
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